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2022 Grants from
the Women’s Fund
CATHOLIC CHARITIES OF TOMPKINS/
TIOGA $2,500 towards an art therapy
program at A Place to Call Home
COMMERCE CHENANGO $5,000 for
the Women in the Workforce event for
Chenango County professionals
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20th Anniversary Breakfast
Spotlights Women’s Philanthropy
“Kitchen tables are the locus of a lot of power-
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program in Binghamton and Johnson City
GIRL SCOUTS OF NYPENN PATHWAYS
$8,000 for the summer camp program,
Beyond Binary, for LGBTQ+ youth
OTSEGO LAND TRUST $4,800 for a
chainsaw skills workshop for women
RICHFIELD SPRINGS COMMUNITY
CENTER $2,200 for programming to
address the needs of girls, young adults,
and seniors at the center
THE SALVATION ARMY $5,000 for a basic
needs pantry for women and girls
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TIER $8,000 for the Teens Count summer

TWIN TIERS HONOR FLIGHT $8,000 for

points to our achievements and highlights the
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